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he optimal setting of the initial weights learning rate and gain of the activation function which
are key parameters of a neural network inuencing training time and generalization performance
are investigated by means of a large number of experiments using ten benchmarks using high order
perceptrons
The results are used to illustrate the inuence of these key parameters on the training time and
generalization performance and permit general conclusions to be drawn on the behavior of high order
perceptrons some of which can be extended to the behavior of multilayer perceptrons Furthermore
optimal values for the learning rate and the gain of the activation function are found and compared
to those recommended by existing heuristics
Keywords  high order perceptron learning rate initial weights gain generalization training time
  Introduction
The time to train neural networks with the backpropagation learning rule depends much on the initial
values of the weights and biases the learning rates the type of sigmoidal functions the network
topology and on learning rule parameters like the momentum term The optimal values for these
parameters are a priori unknown because they depend on the training data set used In practice it
is infeasible to perform a global search for obtaining the optimal values of these parameters in this
multidimensional space
However there are many possible ways to optimize the training time the generalization perform
ance or other properties of neural networks Specialized techniques modify the topology of neural
networks 	 or the learning rule 
	 Others try to nd optimal values for the initial weights learning
rate momentum term and so on The sophisticated methods which for example modify the network
topology usually assume that the more basic parameters like the learning rate the initial weights
and so on are almost optimal or at least assume such values to be initially optimal It is therefore
the intension of this study to gain more insight on the inuence of these parameters on the neural
network behavior Furthermore it is attempted to nd a good approximation of the optimal initial
value of some basic parameters where good means that the behavior of the network is close to that
with optimal values
 Optimization of Initial Weights and Learning Rate and
Gain
The study of weight initializationmethods of which an overview is given in 	 shows that researchers
mainly try to optimize learning speed and generalization performance of neural networks initialized
with random weights in two ways Firstly by using dierent distributions for the weights Secondly
by estimating a good initial weight variance
 
based for example on
  the steepness of the sigmoidal function
  the number of connections feeding into a neuron  fanin of a neuron
  analysis of the data set on which the network will be trained
  the number of connections in the network and
  constants that emerged from experiments for example a constant multipliedwith the maximum
of the rst derivative of the activation function determines the initial weight range
 
For a uniform distribution over the interval u  u the variance 

equals
u
 


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As a previous study showed that the shape of the weight distribution has almost no inuence on
the training time or the generalization performance of a trained neural network 	 it is chosen to
be a uniform distribution in this publication
Another parameter for the optimization of the training that can be neglected is either the learning
rate or the gain of the activation functions as a theorem proven in 	 shows that two neural networks
N and N
 
that dier only in their learning rates   and  
 
 their weights w
 
and w and the gain of
the activation function  and 
 
behave in the same way if


 

s
 
 
 

w
 
w
 
This relation permits to neglect a variation of one of the three parameters during a search for an
optimal combination Hence the gain will be chosen to be one in the following sections


On the other hand no rule for the optimal selection of the learning rate exist the learning rate
is usually chosen by some rule of thumb and changed until the network appears to converge It is
however not justiable on the basis of equation  to hold two parameters xed and to search only for
an optimal value for the remaining one The experiments will show that this is indeed insucient
In order to circumvent the problem of nding the optimal learning rate an adaptive approach is
used where the learning rate is automatically modied and optimized during the training process It
should be remarked that these methods are not applied here as they aim at decreasing the training
time independent of the initial learning rate 
 	 This means that they can always be used as add
on Furthermore these methods often introduce new parameters which reduces the userfriendliness
Another drawback is that most of these methods require oline learning which is commonly assumed
to be slower than online training  page 
	 However some adaptive learning rates methods can
compensate to a large extent for a bad initial value 
	
 The Choice of the Activation Function
The convergence of the training process the generalization performance of the network etc  depends
besides the learning parameters and the topology also on the activation function It is for example
easily veriable that for classication tasks with Boolean target values the linear activation function
leads to bad results the weighted sum of the connection outputs has to be almost exactly  and 
respectively  and  which is very restrictive the training does not only aimat separating the classes
by adjusting a hypersurface

between them but maximizing the distances between this surface and
the data Better performance is therefore often obtained if a logistic activation function is used in the
output neurons which prevents the network to overshoot the correct output values Furthermore
high order perceptrons appear to learn classication problems faster if the hyperbolic tangent is used
as activation function As compared to the case when the standard sigmoid is used the weight changes
for incorrectly classied patterns with a network output false are more important
In this publication Boolean values true and false are represented by 
 and 
 in order to
prevent the absolute weight values from growing without bound Alternatively a modied logistic in
the range   or hyperbolic tangent function in the range   could be used
For data sets with continuous valued targets the choice of the sigmoidal function is more dicult
and arguments similar to those given for the Boolean case are not conclusive The experiments for
this type of data sets are therefore performed with both the linear and logistic activation function

Another application of equation  are optical hardware implementations of neural networks which impose a certain
gain on the activation function and therefore require an adaptation of the other two learning parameters 

A n	dimensional surface
s represented by input vectors for which the output of the network is zero and on either
side of the surface the network output has a dierent sign
 IDIAPRR 
  Experiments with Weight Variance and Learning Rate
In order to relate the initial weight variance learning rate and training time to the generalization
performance as well as to evaluate the weight initialization techniques and to determine the best
learning rate the following scheme is used
 The optimal learning rate and weight initialization variance for fast convergence are globally
searched for several data sets and three dierent activation functions with a xed gain These
functions are the hyperbolic tangent the logistic and the linear identity function A search
for an optimal gain is not required as any network can be normalized to have only activation
functions with a gain equal to one compare equation 
  Similarly the optimal learning rate and weight initialization variance for good generalization
performance are searched for
 The outcome of these experiments is used to estimate the eciency of some heuristics for the
estimation of the optimal weight range compare 	 and table  
The search for an optimal combination of learning rate and weight initialization variance can
theoretically be done by a linesearch algorithm assuming that both the average training time and
the generalization performance form functions with a smooth surface the gain is kept to a standard
value of one and either the initial weight range or the learning rate is varied until an optimum for
both values is found However due to the randomness of the initial parameters the results of a
simulation are subject to statistical uctuation Observable eects of this uctuation are among
others variations of the convergence time and generalization performance of neural networks for
dierent sets of initial weights even if they are drawn from the same distribution Consequently rst
a linesearch algorithm is used to get close to the optimal combination of the initial weight variance
and learning rate Then the surrounding of this found combination is then searched for the optimal
combination of learning rate and weight variance
During the experiments the networks are considered to have converged if the criteria of table 
were met The Digits data set is a subset of the NIST  data base 	 whereas the others are available
from 	 Their details are discussed in 	
Data set precision on training set
Solar MSE smaller than 
CES MSE smaller than 
Monk   correctly classied
Autompg MSE smaller than 
Glass MSE smaller than 
Servo MSE smaller than 
Wine  correctly classied
Digits 

 correctly classied
Table  The convergence conditions for the experiments concerning the optimal choice of training
parameters
 First results
To give a typical example of the behavior of the required training time as a function of initial weight
variance and learning rate a series of experiments using the Solar data set is discussed here in detail
The outcome of these experiments is shown in gure  where the training time in number of iterations
is displayed as a function of the learning rate and the initial weight variance The contour plot beneath
IDIAPRR  
the graph shows its channellike shape with an outlet towards where the weight variance is zero It
can be seen that for a constant learning rate the convergence time remains almost constant for weight
variances in the interval  	 If the learning rate is wellchosen and the weight variance is
optimal then the high order perceptrons always converge in a nearoptimal number of training cycles
The overall shape of the plot in gure  is common to all the experiments performed during this study
only the location and the width of the channel vary with the data set the order of the network as
well as with other parameters
Interestingly the optimal learning rate for high order perceptrons is sometimes as for this example
well above  In stark contrast to this observation is the recommendation of using a learning rate
below  for a standard setting

of the other training parameters
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Figure  The training time of a high order perceptron as a function of weight variance and learning
rate for the Solar data set
These results are in contrast with the behavior of multilayer perceptrons In gure   it can be seen
that the training time of the multilayer perceptron as a function of the weight variance and learning
rate has a bowllike shape if trained on the Solar data set The overall shape of this graph is probably
representative for most multilayer perceptrons and data sets as it was observed during all experiments
performed for this study only the location of the minimumand the width of the bowl changed Also
multilayer perceptrons usually fail to converge for weight variances equal to zero and their training
becomes slow when the initial weights become very small as already stated by S E Fahlman 	 In
gure   it is shown that similar to high order perceptrons the optimal learning rate for multilayer
perceptrons can also be bigger than one
The average generalization performance of high order perceptrons that have the same topology
and are trained on the same data set as a function of the learning rate and initial weight variance
is displayed in gure  It can be seen that similar to the training time the generalization error is
almost constant if the initial weight variance is below a certain value and the learning rate is unchanged
Furthermore the generalization error increases for values above this limit only a few exceptions to
this behavior were encountered among   series of experiments For a constant weight variance below
this limit the generalization performance improves the error decreases with a decreasing learning
rate  just up to the point where the high order perceptrons cease to learn that is they do not
converge in a certain number of iterations This point is symbolized by the gray bar in gure 

A standard setting is based on a gain of  Any other learning rate could be used if the gain is not dened 
 IDIAPRR 
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Figure   The training time of a multilayer perceptron as a function of weight variance and learning
rate for the Solar data set
Multilayer perceptrons behave similarly as shown in gure  as conrmed by experiments per
formed with the Solar Wine Glass and Servo data sets The most important dierence with high
order perceptrons is that the networks do not or only very slowly converge for weight variances close
to zero Such variances should therefore not be used for multilayer perceptrons
However the average over many simulations which gure  displays is somewhat misleading the
minimal error observed for all pairs of learning rate and initial weight variance for which the high
order perceptrons converge is almost constant Only the upper limit of the interval in which errors
can be observed depends on the learning rate and weight variance In other words the minimal error
is constant whereas its maximum varies as shown in gure  where the lower and the upper graph
are the minimal respectively the maximal error as a function of learning rate and weight variance
In contrast to the behavior of the learning time as described above the behavior of generalization
performance is less uniform and decreases for some data sets before the network ceases to learn due
to too small a learning rate giving a similar graph as for the learning rate in gure  A variation of
this behavior is shown by a network with a logistic activation function trained on the CES data set
the generalization performance decreases together with a decreasing learning rate More precisely the
distance between the minimal and maximal generalization performance as displayed in gure  is
almost constant over the whole range of learning rates and weight variances Other variations of this
behavior can be expected
 Optimizing Learning Speed
Table  shows an overview of the approximately  simulations performed with high order per
ceptrons It lists the combinations of initial weight variances and learning rates for which the conver
gence time is near optimal for the dierent activation functions and network orders The notation
a   means that the 
 condence interval is smaller than the interval given by the limits
obtained by adding  to respectively subtracting  from the last digit of  In other words a lies
in the interval 
  	
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Figure  Generalization performance of a high order perceptron as a function of weight variance and
learning rate for the Solar data set
Globally for xed learning rates not far from the optimum a weight variance exists below which
the network converges in almost the same number of iterations This includes zero weights Above a
certain weight variance the convergence time increases very fast
When comparing the results of other methods for determining the optimal weight variances from
table   with the results in table  or table  one observes that these methods rarely give a good
estimation for the upper limit of the weight variance However as high order perceptrons converge in
an almost optimal time if all weights are zero or very close to there is no reason to use a higher value
It can be easily seen that the activation function has an important inuence on the optimal learning
rate the latter is for high order perceptrons with a logistic activaton function on average   times
higher than for a linear activation function This factor varies between  and  for the dierent data
sets This behavior is at least partly related to the lower rst derivative of the logistic as compared to
the linear activation function 
 

at zero and even smaller for other values If the logistic activation
function is scaled to have a rst derivative of one at zero then the learning rate has to be divided
by  in order to obtain the same network behavior This number compares well with the dierence
between the optimal learning rate for the linear and logistic activation function compare equation 
For the linear activation function optimal learning rates between   and  have been observed
Surprisingly for the logistic activation function this range is  	 where most rates are above
 even though a learning rate smaller than  is usually recommended The range   	 in
which optimal learning rates have been found for the networks with the hyperbolic tangent activation
function and trained on the classication problems is very big as compared to the approximation
problems However it is more likely that the data sets and target patterns being Boolean causes this
behavior rather than the use of a dierent activation function compare section  
The choice of the activation function changes also the convergence time networks with a logistic
activation function converge on average faster than those with a linear one Although for the Solar
data set the network using logistic functions is not able to attain the same precision as a network
with a linear activation function Vice versa rst order perceptrons with a logistic activation function
are able to learn the Servo data set up to a higher precision than the ones with a linear activation
function
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Figure  Generalization performance of a multilayer perceptron as a function of weight variance and
learning rate for the Solar data set
The estimation of the optimal learning rate according to P Haner et al  does not depend on the
number of inputs or connections This coincides with table  which reveals no correlation of these
parameters and the optimal learning rate On the contrary the experiments performed with the Solar
and Servo data sets show that two networks can have the same topology but dierent optimal settings
for the learning rate and weight variance These special settings for these parameters can therefore
be regarded as a property depending on the information contents of the data set However those
values are only of little help the discrepancies among optimal learning rates for dierent data sets
are big and a learning rate can cause nonconvergence for a certain data set although it is optimal
for another No value for the constant c in his formula exists which is can be used for any data set
The method of Y K Kim et al  does not match with the outcome of the experiments performed
with the high order perceptrons as he states that very small weight variances are not good
The optimal settings seem also independent of the complexity of the problem the Servo data set
which is supposed to be dicult to learn which is conrmed by the high order perceptrons needing a
larger number of training cycles to learn this data set as compared to others has an optimal learning
rate comparable to simpler data sets as for example the Solar data set Similar hypotheses based
on a relation between the number of inputs outputs or patterns and an optimal setting of a training
parameter can not be conrmed from the experiments
 Optimizing Generalization Performance
Table  shows the ranges of initial weight variances and learning rates for which the high order
perceptrons performed best on the test data in terms of generalization performance
In all but one experiment high order perceptrons initialized with zero weights or random values
of a variance close to zero performed optimally The exception is represented by a rst order per
ceptron with a linear activation function trained on the Servo data which has a better generalization
performance for initial weight variances above  experiments were performed for variances up to


 for which the training time was about  times as high as for a zero weights and  times as
compared to a weight variance of 
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Figure  Minimal and maximal error as a function of weight variance and learning rate for the Solar
data set
No activation function is overall preferred since for three experiments the networks with the lo
gistic function yield a better performance and during three experiments those where linear activation
functions are used performed better in the other cases the dierences are within statistical error
margins or the results are not comparable due to dierent convergence criteria
Note that the networks with all initial weights equal to zero do not produce the same solution for
each simulation The presentation of the patterns in a random sequence is sucient to diversify them
Furthermore the variance of the generalization performance on trained networks initialized with zero
weights is usually similar to those for initial weight variances in the range of optimal values This
leads to the conclusion that the variety of the solutions for zero and small random weights is equal
However small random weights may perform better for data sets for which a random presentation of
the elements is insucient to prevent weights from assuming similar values 	 although this behavior
was not observed during all the experiments with high order perceptrons
Comparing the optimal learning rates for fast convergence with those for a good generalization
performance the following can be observed for the linear and hyperbolic tangent activation functions
the values are equal or similar This behavior diers for the logistic activation function the learning
rate for fastest convergence is almost always higher as compared to those for best generalization per
formance Similar to the results for fast convergence a correlation between the number of connections
and the optimal learning rate is not observed even if only networks of the same order are considered
 Conclusion
For high order perceptrons an upper limit for the initial weight variance exists below which both
the network convergence and generalization performance are nearoptimal only one exception was
observed for   series of experiments In contrast to the multilayer perceptrons even an initialization
with zero weights gives nearoptimal results if the learning rate is wellchosen Consequently a near
optimal generalization performance can be achieved with an initialization of high order perceptrons
using zero or very small random weights The latter choice should be preferred in order to prevent
 IDIAPRR 
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Figure  Minimal and maximal error as a function of weight variance and learning rate for the CES
data
trouble with exceptional data sets However the use of all initial weights equal to zero does not
prevent the networks to assume dierent solutions the presentation of the patterns in a random order
which is in any case advantageous to ensure convergence is sucient to break the symmetry
The optimal initial weight variance depends on the data set for both an optimal training time
and generalization performance These values do not depend in an observable way on the number of
connections or the order of the network
A data set independent method for the determination of an optimal learning rate could not be
found Moreover the experiments show that the methods using only parameters concerning the
network topology such as the number of connections or the order of the network as well as the type
and steepness of the activation function are most likely to fail The optimal learning rate probably
depends mainly on the clustering of the data and is therefore impossible to estimate in a simple way
However the shape of the activation function changes the range of optimal learning rates see the
tables  and  for these ranges which further depends on whether one optimizes training time or
generalization performance The best generalization performance can even be observed for learning
rates which sometimes cause slow or nonconvergence
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Linear activation function
CES  	 
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 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  

Solar   
  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   

  
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Servo   
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 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  
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  

Glass  	 
      

  
      

Logistic activation function
CES  	       
       
Auto
         	
mpg  	       
Solar         
        	
Servo         
        	
Glass  	       
        
Hyperbolic tangent activation function
Br vowels  		       
Wine         
Monk 
        
 
  
Fi vowels   	     
 
   
 
Digits      
 
  
 
   
 
An entry 
 means that this method could not be applied
Table   Initial weight variances as calculated by dierent authors
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